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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP3617385A1] The door (K) according to the present invention is suitable for use for a washing and/or drying device and comprises: the first
annular cover (1); the second annular cover (7) which is connected to the first cover (1) such that a movement space is formed in between them;
the hinge (M) which is positioned at the first cover (1) or the second cover (7); the main body (2) which has a flat side and a circular side and is
positioned between the first cover (1) and the second cover (7) such that the circular side thereof remains in the movement space; the first sealing
element (10) which is positioned on the main body (2) and at the movement space and which has a flat side and a circular side; the frame (3) which
is fixed to the main body (2), which has the outer side, the inner side on which the flat side and the circular side of the main body (2) rests, and the
third opening surrounded by the inner side, which is located in the movement space such that it is able to rotate there, and which comprises the first
fixer (3b); the first housing (1a) provided at the first cover (1); the second housing (1b) provided at the first cover (1) so as to be opposite to the first
housing (1a); and the first fixing member (5) which comprises the second fixer which is connected to the first fixer (3b).
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